
A student investigated the efficiency of a motor using the equipment in Figure 1.

Figure 1

 

He used the motor to lift a weight of 2.5 N a height of 2.0 m.

He measured the speed at which the weight was lifted and calculated the efficiency of the energy
transfer.

He repeated the experiment to gain two sets of data.

(a)     Give one variable that the student controlled in his investigation.

.............................................................................................................................
(1)

1

(b)     Give two reasons for taking repeat readings in an investigation.

1 ..........................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

2 ..........................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................
(2)
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(c)     Figure 2 shows a graph of the student’s results.

Figure 2

 

Give two conclusions that could be made from the data in Figure 2.

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................
(2)

(d)     Give the main way that the motor is likely to waste energy.

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................
(1)

(e)     When the total power input to the motor was 5 W the motor could not lift the 2.5 N weight.

State the efficiency of the motor.

Efficiency = ............................................. %
(1)

(Total 7 marks)
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Diagram 1 shows the energy transferred per second from a badly insulated house on a cold day
in winter.

Diagram 1

 

(a)     (i)      When the inside of the house is at a constant temperature, the energy transferred
from the heating system to the inside of the house equals the energy transferred from
the house to the outside.

Calculate, in kilowatts, the power of the heating system used to keep the inside of the
house in Diagram 1 at a constant temperature.

1 kilowatt (kW) = 1 kilojoule per second (kJ/s)

...............................................................................................................

Power of the heating system = ...................................................... kW
(1)

2

(ii)     In the winter, the heating system is switched on for a total of 7 hours each day.

Calculate, in kilowatt-hours, the energy transferred each day from the heating system
to the inside of the house.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

Energy transferred each day = ...................................................... kWh
(2)
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(iii)    Energy costs 15 p per kilowatt-hour.

Calculate the cost of heating the house for one day.

...............................................................................................................

Cost = ..............................
(1)

(iv)    The heating system is switched off at midnight.

The graph shows how the temperature inside the house changes after the heating
system has been switched off.

 
Time of day

Draw a ring around the correct answer in the box to complete the sentence.

Between midnight and 6 am the rate of energy transfer from
 

    decreases.

  the house decreases then stays constant.

    increases.

Give the reason for your answer.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(2)
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(b)     Diagram 2 shows how the walls of the house are constructed.
Diagram 3 shows how the insulation of the house could be improved by filling the air gap
between the two brick walls with plastic foam.

 

  Diagram 2 Diagram 3

 

   

  U-value of the wall = 0.7 U-value of the wall = 0.3

The plastic foam reduces energy transfer by convection.

Explain why.

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
(2)

(Total 8 marks)
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         The appliances shown below transfer electrical energy to other types of energy.

(a)     The vacuum cleaner is designed to transfer electrical energy to kinetic energy.

Three more of the appliances are also designed to transfer electrical energy to kinetic
energy. Which three?

Draw a ring around each correct appliance.
3

3
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(b)     Which two of the following statements are true?

Tick ( ) two boxes.
 

Appliances only transfer part of the energy usefully.

The energy transferred by appliances will be destroyed.

The energy transferred by appliances makes the surroundings warmer.

The energy output from an appliance is bigger than the energy input.

(2)
(Total 5 marks)
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          The diagram shows a small-scale, micro-hydroelectricity generator which uses the energy of
falling river water to generate electricity. The water causes a device, called an Archimedean
screw, to rotate.
The Archimedean screw is linked to the generator by a gearbox.

(a)     Complete the following sentence by drawing a ring around the correct word in the box.

The gravitational potential energy of the falling water is transformed
 

  chemical  

into the electrical energy of the Archimedean screw.

  kinetic  

(1)

4

(b)     A micro-hydroelectric system generates about 60 kW of electricity, enough for 50 homes. A
conventional large-scale hydroelectric power station may generate more than 5 000 000
kW of electricity.

(i)      Give one advantage of a conventional large-scale hydroelectric power station
compared to a micro-hydroelectric system.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(1)
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(ii)     Which one of the following statements gives a disadvantage of a conventional
large-scale hydroelectric power station compared to a micro–hydroelectric system?

Put a tick ( ) in the box next to your answer.
 

Energy is wasted as heat and sound.

 

Large areas of land are flooded.

 

A constant flow of water is needed.

(1)

(c)     The electricity generated by the micro-hydroelectric system is transferred directly to local
homes. The electricity generated by a conventional large-scale hydroelectric power station
is transferred to homes anywhere in the country through a system of cables and
transformers.

(i)      What name is given to the system of cables and transformers used to transfer
electricity to homes anywhere in the country?

                                ..............................................................................
(1)

(ii)     Using short cables to transfer electricity to local homes is much more efficient than
using very long cables to transfer electricity to homes anywhere in the country.

Why?

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(1)

(d)     Nepal is a mountainous country with over 6000 rivers. In Nepal, 9000 kW of electricity are
generated using micro-hydroelectric generators.

Suggest one reason why in the UK much less electricity is generated using micro-
hydroelectric generators, than in Nepal.

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
(1)

(Total 6 marks)
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          The diagram shows a small-scale, micro-hydroelectricity generator which uses the energy of
falling river water to generate electricity. The water causes a device, called an Archimedean
screw, to rotate.
The Archimedean screw is linked to the generator by a gearbox.

(a)     Each second, the micro-hydroelectricity generator transforms 80 000 joules of gravitational
potential energy into 60 000 joules of electrical energy.

(i)      Fill in the missing word to complete the energy transformation diagram.
 

Gravitational potential
energy of the falling

water

................................
energy

of the Archimedean screw

Electrical energy
generated

(1)

5

(ii)     Use the equation in the box to calculate the efficiency of the micro-hydroelectricity
generator.

Show clearly how you work out your answer.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

                               Efficiency = ............................................................
(2)
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(b)     The power output from a conventional large-scale hydroelectric power station is 100 000
times more than the power output from a micro-hydroelectric system.

Give one disadvantage of a conventional large-scale hydroelectric power station compared
to the micro-hydroelectric system.

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
(1)

(c)     The electricity generated by a micro-hydroelectric system is transferred via a transformer
directly to local homes. The electricity generated by a conventional large-scale
hydroelectric power station is transferred to the National Grid, which distributes the
electricity to homes anywhere in the country.

(i)      What is the National Grid?

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(1)

(ii)     Explain why transferring the electricity directly to local homes is more efficient than
using the National Grid to distribute the electricity.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(2)

(Total 7 marks)
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          A person uses a stairlift to go upstairs. The stairlift is powered by an electric motor.

The Sankey diagram shows the energy transfers for the electric motor.

(a)     Complete the following sentence.

The electric motor wastes energy as .............................................. energy.
(1)

6
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(b)     Use the equation in the box to calculate the efficiency of the electric motor.

Show clearly how you work out your answer.

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

                                             Efficiency = .............................................
(2)

(Total 3 marks)

 

 

          (a)    The diagram shows a ski jacket that has been designed to keep a skier warm.
The jacket is made from layers of different materials.

(i)      The inner layer is shiny to reduce heat transfer.

Which process of heat transfer will it reduce?

...............................................................................................................
(1)

7

(ii)     Why is the layer of fleece good at reducing the transfer of heat from a skier’s body?

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(1)
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(b)     A student tested four different types of fleece, J, K, L and M, to find which would make the
warmest jacket. Each type of fleece was wrapped around a can which was then filled with
hot water.
The temperature of the water was taken every two minutes for 20 minutes.

The graph shows the student’s results.

(i)      In each test, the water cooled faster during the first five minutes than during the last
five minutes. Why?

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(1)

(ii)     To be able to compare the results, it was important to use the same volume of water
in each test.

Give one other quantity that was the same in each test.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(1)
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(iii)    Look at the graph line for fleece K.

Estimate what the temperature of the water in the can wrapped in fleece K would be
after 40 minutes.

.........................................................
(1)

(iv)     Which type of fleece, J, K, L or M, should the student recommend to be used in the
ski jacket?

.........................................................

Give a reason for your answer.

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................
(2)

(Total 7 marks)

 

 

          The picture shows a solar-powered aircraft. The aircraft has no pilot.

                             
Photo by NASA.

8
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(a)     On a summer day, 175 000 joules of energy are supplied to the aircraft’s solar cells every
second. The useful energy transferred by the solar cells is 35 000 joules every second.

(i)      Use the equation in the box to calculate the efficiency of the solar cells.

 

         Show clearly how you work out your answer.

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

Efficiency = ..............................................................
(2)

(ii)     What happens to the energy that is not usefully transferred by the solar cells?

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(b)     The aircraft propellers are driven by electric motors. As well as the solar cells, there are
fuel cells that provide additional power to the electric motors.

(i)      Suggest one advantage of the aircraft having fuel cells as well as the solar cells.

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(ii)     Give one environmental advantage of using electric motors to drive the aircraft
propellers rather than motors that burn a fuel.

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(iii)     Eventually, the designers want to produce an unmanned aircraft that can fly at twice
the height of a passenger jet for up to six months.

         Suggest one possible use for an aircraft such as this.

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(Total 6 marks)
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          A student had read about a glacier that had been covered in insulating material. The idea was to
slow down the rate at which the glacier melts in the summer.

She investigated this idea using the apparatus shown in the diagram.

 

9

(a)     These are the steps taken by the student.

•        Measure 30 cm 3 of cold water into a boiling tube.

•        Place the boiling tube 25 cm from an infra red lamp.

•        Record the temperature of the water.

•        Switch on the infra red lamp.

•        Record the temperature of the water every minute for 5 minutes.

•        Repeat with boiling tubes covered in different insulating materials.

(i)      Why did she use an infra red lamp?

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(ii)     Name one control variable in this investigation.

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(iii)     Give one advantage of using a temperature sensor and data logger instead of a
glass thermometer to measure temperature.

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................
(1)
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(b)     The results of the investigation are shown in the graph.

 

(i)      Why did the student use a boiling tube with no insulation?

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(ii)     From her results, what should she recommend is used to insulate the glacier?

...................................................................................................................
(1)

(iii)     Explain why the insulation recommended by the student will reduce the heat transfer
from the Sun to the glacier.

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................
(2)
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(c)     Explain, in terms of particles, how heat is transferred through the glass wall of a boiling
tube.

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................
(2)

(Total 9 marks)

 

 

          A gas burner is used to heat some water in a pan.10

Of the energy released by the burning gas by the time the water starts to boil:

60% has been transferred to the water.

20% has been transferred to the surrounding air.

13% has been transferred to the pan.

7% has been transferred to the gas burner itself.
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(a)     Use the above information to complete the pie-chart.

(3)

(b)     Some of the energy released by the burning gas is wasted.

(i)      What happens to this wasted energy?

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................
(2)

(ii)     What percentage (%) of the energy from the gas is wasted? Answer: ................ %
(1)

(Total 6 marks)
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          Complete the boxes on the chart to show what happens to the energy from the Sun.

(Total 3 marks)

 

 

11
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Mark schemes

(a)     weight (lifted)

or

height (lifted)
1

1

(b)     any two from:

•        calculate a mean
•        spot anomalies
•        reduce the effect of random errors

2

(c)     as speed increases, the efficiency increases
1

(but) graph tends towards a constant value

or

appears to reach a limit

accept efficiency cannot be greater than 100%
1

(d)     heating the surroundings
1

(e)     0 (%)
1

[7]

(a)     (i)      5(.0)
12

(ii)     35 or their (a)(i) × 7 correctly calculated

allow 1 mark for correct substitution, ie 5 or their (a)(i) × 7 provided
no subsequent step shown

2

(iii)     525(p)
or
(£) 5.25
or
their (a)(ii) × 15 correctly calculated

if unit p or £ given they must be consistent with the numerical
answer

1

(iv)    decreases
1
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temperature difference (between inside and outside) decreases

accept gradient (of line) decreases

do not accept temperature (inside) decreases

do not accept graph goes down
1

(b)     air (bubbles are) trapped (in the foam)

do not accept air traps heat
foam has air pockets is insufficient

1

(and so the) air cannot circulate / move / form convection current

air is a good insulator is insufficient
no convection current is insufficient

answers in terms of warm air from the room being trapped are
incorrect and score no marks

1
[8]

          (a)     fan
1

drill
1

washing machine

four circled including correct three scores 1 mark

five circled scores zero
1

3

(b)      Appliances only transfer part of the energy usefully
1

The energy transferred by appliances makes the surroundings warmer
1

[5]

 

 

          (a)     kinetic
14

(b)     (i)      generates a lot more energy / electricity / power

need fewer conventional large-scale hydroelectric power
stations is neutral

or

can supply (energy / electricity / power) to more homes
1
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(ii)     Large areas of land are flooded.
1

(c)     (i)      National Grid

this answer only
1

(ii)     less energy / heat loss (from the cables)

accept wasted for loss

accept answers in terms of fewer transformers needed

do not accept less electricity lost / wasted

do not accept no energy lost
1

(d)     any one from:

•        fewer rivers (suitable for generators)

•        less mountainous (so rivers fall smaller distances)

accept answers in terms of difficulty linking villages and towns to
grid (in Nepal)

accept answers in terms of more isolated communities

accept answers in terms of UK having more resources for
large-scale power stations

1
[6]

 

         (a)      (i)     kinetic

accept KE

do not accept movement
1

5

(ii)     0.75

or
75 %

an answer 0.75 % or 0.75 with a unit gains 1 mark only

an answer 75 with or without a unit gains 1 mark only
2

allow 1 mark for correct substitution ie 
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(b)     any one from:

•        large areas of land are flooded

uses large areas of land / takes up large areas of land is insufficient

•        people's homes may be destroyed

•        habitat (of animals and plants) lost / damaged

construct is neutral

very noisy is neutral
1

(c)     (i)      system of cables and transformers

both required for the mark

accept power lines / wires for cables

ignore reference to pylons

inclusions of power stations / consumers negates answer
1

(ii)     less energy loss / wasted (in the cables)

accept heat for energy

do not accept no energy loss

do not accept electricity for energy
1

as the cables are shorter
1

[7]

 

          (a)     heat / thermal
or / and
sound

do not accept noise

other forms of energy eg light negates answer
1

6
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(b)     0.4
or
40 %

or

equivalent fraction

an answer 0.4 % gains 1 mark

answers 0.4 or 40 given with any unit gains 1 mark

40 without % gains 1 mark
2

[3]

 

allow 1 mark for 

         (a)      (i)     radiation
17

(ii)     traps (small pockets of) air

do not accept it’s an insulator

do not accept reduces conduction and / or convection

do not allow it doesn’t allow heat to escape
1

(b)     (i)      bigger temperature difference (between the water and surroundings)
at the start (than at the end)

do not accept water is hotter
1

(ii)     starting temperature (of the water)

accept thickness of fleece

do not accept same amount of fleece

do not accept thermometer / can

do not accept time is the same
1

(iii)    18 (°C)

correct answer only
1

(iv)     M
1
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smallest temperature drop (after 20 mins)

cannot score if M is not chosen

accept it’s the best insulator

accept smallest loss in heat

accept keeps heat / warmth in for longer
1

[7]

 

          (a)     (i)      0.2 or 1/5

accept 20% for both marks

allow 1 mark for correct substitution answer of 0.2%
or 20 gains 1 mark
ignore units

2

8

(ii)     wasted

accept transformed to heat / other forms
accept transferred to the air / surroundings sound = neutral

1

(b)     (i)      any one from:

•        can fly at night

accept can fly when it is cloudy
accept as a back-up

•        can stay in the air for longer

•        can fly in the winter

•        can fly faster

increases power is neutral
1
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(ii)     any one from:

•        produces no (pollutant) gases

or no greenhouse gases

accept named gas

accept no air pollution

do not accept no pollution

accept less global warming

accept harmful for pollutant

accept produces no carbon

do not accept environmentally friendly

•        produces no / less noise

•        less demand for fuels

accept any other sensible environmental advantage
1

(iii)     accept any sensible suggestion eg, map the Earth’s surface / weather forecasting /
spying / monitoring changes to the Earth’s atmosphere, etc

do not accept ideas in terms of transporting

accept use as a satellite
1

[6]
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          (a)     (i)      as a source of thermal radiation

accept heat for thermal radiation

accept to act as the Sun

do not accept sunlight alone
1

(ii)     any one from:

•        volume of water

accept amount for volume

•        distance between lamp and boiling tube

•        initial / starting temperature of water

•        same room temperature

do not accept time or same insulation material
1

(iii)     any one from:

•        greater sensitivity / precision

       do not accept more reliable (negates mark)

•        could link to a computer for (automatic) data analysis

•        could take more frequent readings

•        reduces instrument reading error

       accept more accurate

       do not accept easier to use on its own
1

9
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(b)     (i)      acts as a control

accept to be able to make a comparison

accept to see the difference

do not accept ‘to make it a fair test’ OWTTE on its own
1

(ii)     (plastic) foam and aluminium foil
1

(iii)     (aluminium) foil is a poor absorber of thermal radiation

accept heat / infra red for thermal radiation
1

or (aluminium) foil is a (good) reflector of thermal radiation

do not accept ‘reflects sunlight’ on its own

         (plastic) foam traps air which is a (good) insulator

accept (plastic) foam is a poor conductor / (good) insulator

do not accept ‘the material’ is a good insulator / poor conductor
1

(c)     particles vibrate with a bigger / stronger amplitude / faster / with more
(kinetic) energy

accept particles vibrate more

do not accept start to vibrate only
1

energy transferred by collisions with other particles

do not accept answers in terms of

free/mobile electrons
1

[9]

 

 

          (a)     60% sector correct
other two sectors closer to 13:7 than 12:8 or 14:6
sectors correctly labelled (w.r.t rank order of size)

each for 1 mark
3

10
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(b)     (i)      ideas that wasted energy
is transferred to     surrounding air
                             pan
                             stove
is converted to another/correctly named energy form

any 2 for 1 mark each
2

(ii)     40

for 1 mark
1

[6]

 

 

         

each for 1 mark
allow ‘error carried forward' to the last box’

[3]

 

 

11
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